
2022 GENERAL ELECTION SURVEY

YOUR NAME: __Rodney Travis __________

OFFICE YOU SEEK: SC House District 109___________

PARTY (if applicable): ____Libertarian ____

WEBSITE: Rodney Travis for SC House 109 on facebook_________

2022eral Election questions (limited to 100 words per question)

1. Why are you running and what do you expect to accomplish if elected? Our
country is a complete mess with the election of Biden. Rampant crime, energy
prices, food prices, recession fears, unsecure borders, a crashing stock market,
foreign upheavals, it goes on and on. My candidacy gives a voice to those who
oppose the damage done by Biden and the Democrats. I'd like to stop the
revolving door criminal policies and raise our low bonds that allow violent
juveniles to terrorize our streets with their shootings we read about almost daily.
I'd make it easier for teachers to remove disruptive students from classrooms and
lower their bureaucratic paperwork.

2. What distinguishes your candidacy and are your three top priorities?
My candidacy is distinguished by my knowledge of Charleston from its days as an
affordable, uncrowded, charming historical town transformed into a high-priced
mecca for developers, hotels, speculators and tourists who came and never left.
Taxes to promote tourism have made our entire area almost unliveable and
unaffordable for locals compared to 30 years ago. My priorities are keeping street
gunmen in jail, keeping taxes low and keeping government in check and
transparent.

3. Tell us something nice or positive about your opponent. He doesn't seem to be
involved in the racial grievance industry as some Charleston legislators seem to
quickly join to make a name for themselves by holding sparsely attended press
conferences. I don't believe he has come out in support of Krystle Matthews after



her terrible comments. He didn't attack me on his recent appearance on a local
radio show that always touts the Democrat Party and eschews Senator Tim Scott
because he doesn't toe their line.

4. Describe how the impact of climate change in the Charleston area would affect
your work if elected. As a legislator, I'm not going to take the California path of
regulating what cars people have to buy and drive in the future. If there are viable
green energy industry alternatives that need capital, the private sector can invest
funds in their stocks to seek future returns if these companies are indeed viable
and successful. I do not buy into the "we must invest" phrase presidents,
politicians and lobbyists use that results in crony capitalism boondoggles that
leave taxpayers holding the bag.

5. Pick an issue you believe has not been adequately addressed by local
government. Describe solutions you will pursue if elected. One issue is the
amount of litter on roads and highways. Litter deliberately thrown from vehicles
including cigarettes, food trays, diapers and things such as building materials,
ladders and insulation flying out of trucks permeates our Lowcountry landscape.
Areas are cleaned one day and the next they look the same. Our local highway
medians have ugly weeds, car parts, rocks, tires, carrion, and graffiti. We need
community involvement to report littering from cars and trucks, along with
meaningful fines, and our gas taxes to provide better highway landscaping
maintenance.

6. How will you lead to reduce gun violence in South Carolina?  Give specific steps,
strategies or proposals. The gun violence is primarily an African American culture
problem involving rival gangs and undisciplined youth who don't care who gets
killed. Whether shootouts at North Charleston baseball fields, internet pop-up
parties, or King Street arguments over minor fusses, the Black youth of today
have suffered from decades of social experimentation evolving from the 1964
Great Society programs and Richard Nixon's expanding welfare handouts in
1969. These programs broke up the foundation for loving, caring, married two
parent families resulting in decades of generational decay. The gunslingers
deserve very high bonds and substantial jail time.

7. Do you pledge to work with other elected members to move forward
collaboratively and to reduce partisanized bickering? If so, how will you
accomplish this? In that many members want to expand government's scope and
control of people, income and business in any and every direction, while I want



smaller government growth and interference, and knowing that sometimes the
less the government does the better, I would answer no to this question.

8. Please give a 150-word summary of your background. I enjoyed my youth in a
military family that lived in Panama, Massachusetts, New York, and Michigan
before arriving in Charleston. I attended elementary school, high school and
Trident Tech in North Charleston. I'm a former vice-chairman and state-chairman
of the South Carolina Libertarian Party. As a county council candidate in 1996,
people shook their heads and chuckled when I warned against the oncoming
onslaught of the overtaking of the low-key-under-the- radar inexpensive
Charleston by the tourism dollar as Democrats pushed the South Carolina
Aquarium referendum. Today, the animals have a nice residence in town while
endless newspaper stories cover the unaffordable housing problems in
Charleston as hotels take up every space. People are not chuckling anymore. My
background will allow me to become an excellent member of  the South Carolina
House of Representatives.


